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project background

❖ follow-up project to Unlocking the Airwaves (virtual reunification of NAEB 
collection)

❖ centered on archival authorities--aka CPF records, people and organizations, or 
entities

❖ goal was to enhance discoverability of authorities and the fully-digitized radio 
programs in which they appear or helped create

❖ 2 sides:
➢ project website, with links to other authority records and streaming audio as 

well as data visualization
➢ linked data on the web--SNAC, Wikidata, and Wikipedia

https://www.unlockingtheairwaves.org/
https://bavd.unlockingtheairwaves.org/
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page


two SNAC processes

1. getting data OUT of SNAC for use on BAVD project website and to know 
what data to submit back to SNAC

2. uploading data TO SNAC using the OpenRefine + SNAC extension to 
surface authority records of people and organizations in early educational 
radio to the web
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repeats 3x: CPFs, resources, 
relationships



batch upload workflow: reconciling
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batch upload workflow: reconciling
Frances Eleanor Page
composer for radio station KUT

method 1: pull SNAC ID from Wikidata

method 2: SNAC 
reconciliation in 

OpenRefine
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searching in 
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batch upload workflow: OR data formatting
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batch upload workflow: OR data formatting

an example starting SNAC CPF dataset in OpenRefine, before data formatting



batch upload workflow: OR data formatting

data formatting and schema alignment quick reference guide

https://github.com/umd-mith/broadcasting/blob/main/workflows-docs/13-SNAC%20schema%20and%20formatting%20alignment%20guide.pdf


batch upload workflow: exporting IDs
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batch upload workflow: exporting IDs

an example starting SNAC relationships dataset in OpenRefine, before data formatting



batch upload workflow: sticking points

❖ accidentally duplicating records and their contents

❖ figuring out unexpected behavior in OpenRefine

❖ development vs. production SNAC errors - FIXED!

❖ OpenRefine terminology - records mode vs. rows mode



batch upload workflow: reading the docs

SNAC data harvesting script, from workflow

data formatting and schema alignment guide
creating SNAC constellations workflow

https://github.com/umd-mith/broadcasting/blob/main/workflows-docs/9-Transforming%20SNAC%20records.pdf
https://github.com/umd-mith/broadcasting/blob/main/workflows-docs/13-SNAC%20schema%20and%20formatting%20alignment%20guide.pdf
https://github.com/umd-mith/broadcasting/blob/main/workflows-docs/12-Creating%20new%20SNAC%20records.pdf


resources
❖ Broadcasting A/V Data website: https://bavd.unlockingtheairwaves.org/
❖ SNAC OpenRefine extension: https://github.com/snac-cooperative/snac-openrefine-extension
❖ OpenRefine website: https://openrefine.org/
❖ BAVD documentation hub - see docs 9, 12, and 13: 

https://github.com/umd-mith/broadcasting/tree/main/workflows-docs
❖ SNAC OpenRefine extension documentation (by SNAC team): 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HjhKHAWXe6Xkh8F-qBnsl-psyaPd2UPBLX2OgaVbA2Q/edit?usp=s
haring

❖ SNAC technical resources hub: https://portal.snaccooperative.org/node/489
❖ Library Carpentry OpenRefine lesson: https://librarycarpentry.org/lc-open-refine/
❖ Programming Historian OpenRefine lesson: 

https://programminghistorian.org/en/lessons/cleaning-data-with-openrefine
❖ SNAC-dev: https://snac-dev.iath.virginia.edu/
❖ Sample data:

➢ CPFs: https://airtable.com/appMq6PvC5azYIsdt/shr1QKR1k0eGgPI2b/tblQI1mC0vnrEwv2T
➢ resources: https://airtable.com/appMq6PvC5azYIsdt/shrhRgNNWR1UewTEJ/tblpppSJiZmbCDWZh
➢ join table: https://airtable.com/appMq6PvC5azYIsdt/shrI8TproJdnjHRIh/tblQI1mC0vnrEwv2T

https://bavd.unlockingtheairwaves.org/
https://github.com/snac-cooperative/snac-openrefine-extension
https://openrefine.org/
https://github.com/umd-mith/broadcasting/tree/main/workflows-docs
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HjhKHAWXe6Xkh8F-qBnsl-psyaPd2UPBLX2OgaVbA2Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HjhKHAWXe6Xkh8F-qBnsl-psyaPd2UPBLX2OgaVbA2Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://portal.snaccooperative.org/node/489
https://librarycarpentry.org/lc-open-refine/
https://programminghistorian.org/en/lessons/cleaning-data-with-openrefine
https://snac-dev.iath.virginia.edu/
https://airtable.com/appMq6PvC5azYIsdt/shr1QKR1k0eGgPI2b/tblQI1mC0vnrEwv2T
https://airtable.com/appMq6PvC5azYIsdt/shrhRgNNWR1UewTEJ/tblpppSJiZmbCDWZh
https://airtable.com/appMq6PvC5azYIsdt/shrI8TproJdnjHRIh/tblQI1mC0vnrEwv2T
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